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k1 9.1:=
M

56
N 1+

:= M 1.8065= < average number of
   dams within sires Dams within Sires dfd 56:= MSD 3.925:= k2 9.1:=

Sibs within Dams dfe 695:= MSE 1.314:= k3 25.7:= T 695 N M⋅+:= T 749.1935=

Calculated Estimates:

Estimated variance components:

Eq 18.32a-c:
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:= Vars 0.078755= < estimate of σS
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Vard
MSD MSE−

k1
:= Vard 0.286923= < estimate of σd

2

Vare MSE:= Vare 1.314= < estimate of σe
2 

Varz Vars Vard+ Vare+:= ^ verified LW p. 578

ORIGIN 0≡ W. SteinPrototype of Full-Sib Analysis from Lynch & Walsh 

Full-Sib Analysis involves data derived from "families" of one parent (often the male = "sire" to reduce 
maternal effects) mated with several partners (often the female = "dam").  The typical objective is to 
estimate variance components.  Example below is derived from Chapter 18 Example 3 from (LW) Michael 
Lynch & Bruce Walsh 1998 Genetics and Analysis of Quantitative Traits, Sinauer Associates.  The authors show 
calculations for balanced & unbalanced designs following from their prior discussion in Chapter 18 of half-sib 
analysis.  Definition and a test for significance of additive genetic variance is provided.  At the end of their 
Example, they show an example calculation of how to estimate variance components including: (1) additive 
genetic variance, (2 ) dominance genetic variance, (3) maternal-effects variance & (4) variance for 
"unobserved causes (presumably special environmental effects)"          

Data Design:

Multiple offspring (full-sibs) are collected as 
replicates from different females mated to a 
single male, thus comprising "half-sib" families. 

ANOVA Model:

zijk = µ + si + dj(i)+ eijk < Nested ANOVA model

^ modified slightly from LW to 
   show nesting similar to terminlolgy in KNNLAssumptions:

eij ~ N(0,σe
2) si ~ N(0,σS

2) dj(i) ~ N(0,σd
2)

all families have equal variance = σ2

Factor variances uncorrelated

Example: LW Example 3 p. 578

The example proceeds from results of an ANOVA table, presumably published 
by the orignal authors (Berenbaum et al. 1986), not from the original data.  

Reported Dimensions & ANOVA table results:
 df                   Mean Squares N 29 1+:= N 30= < number sires = flour

    beetle familiesSires dfs 29:= MSS 5.949:=
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LW  ̂ these do NOT match LW p. 578 ^
Either they or I have mis-typed these equations...
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Variance & standard errors of intraclass correlations:
^ verified LW p. 578

<full sibstFS 0.2177=tFS
Vars Vard+

Varz
:=

"If all resemblance between 
relatives were due to additive 
genetic variance, we would 
expect tFS ~ 2tPHS" LW p. 578.

< partial half sibstPHS 0.046887=tPHS
Vars
Varz

:=

Eq 18.33a-b:Intraclass correlations:

Table 13.3 giving general 
formulas for unbalanced 
designs.  Note terms 
k1,k2,k3 and average M.
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< Probability of Type I error must be explicitly set

Satterthwaite numerator degree of freedom (r) - LW Eq 18.35a-c:

cs
k1

k2
:= ce

k2 k1−( )
k2

:= Q cs MSS⋅ ce MSE⋅+:= < Q is a linear combination

r
Q2

cs MSS⋅( )2

N 1−

ce MSE⋅( )2

T N M⋅−
+

:= r 29=

CV qF 1 α− r, dfd,( ):= dfd 56= < use of dfd here makes this an
    ANOVA Type II test

CV 1.6699=

Decision Rule: ^ F,  r, & dfd 
confirmed LW p. 578IF F > C, THEN REJECT H0 OTHERWISE  ACCEPT H0

Probability:

P 1 pF F r, dfd,( )−:= P 0.0908=

Note: LW p. 576 explicitly state: "Recalling that the variance associated with sires is an estimate of 
σA2/4, the F ratio defined by Eq 18.35c provides a test for significant additive genetic variance."  
This is as definite as I can find for the relationship: 4σS2 = σA2.  The definition clearly distinguishes 
both population (i.e., theoretical) variances: σS2, σd2,σe2 & σz2 from their estimates: VarS & Vare and 
from associated sample measures: MSS & MSE.  In the context of this study design the estimate of 
σS2, based on observed data, is VarS defined above.  By implication, a test of σS2 = 0 is the same as 
a test of  σA

2 = 4σS
2 = 0. 

SEtPHS VartPHS:= SEtPHS 0.0354= Standard Errors:

< these do NOT match LW p. 578 ^
SEtFS VartFS:= SEtFS 0.0607=

Note: LW p. 579 mention "more precise" estimates of variance for intraclass correlations based on 
their Eq 18.37a-b.  However, these equations were presented by LW specifically under the context of 
balanced design leaving open definitions of n & M in their equations for this unbalanced problem.  I 
don't think their discussion in Problem 3 makes much sense here. 

Heritibility:

h 4 tPHS⋅:= h 0.1875=

^ confirmed LW p. 579

Test of σs
2: Works with both balanced or unbalanced data LW p. 567.

Hypotheses:

H0: σS
2  = 0

H1:  σS
2 <> 0  

Test Statistic:

F
k1 MSS⋅ k2 k1−( ) MSE⋅+

k2 MSD⋅
:= F 1.5157=

Critical Value of the Test:

α 0.05:=
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Ultimate partion of variance seems important.  Presumably their description of how to 
do it has something to do with LW Eq 18.29a-c & 18.31a-c, but I'll need some genetic 
advice/translation to de-gookify it.

< LW's "average" estimate for this paragraph.h 0.15:=

< our estimate aboveh 0.1875=

LW p. 579 
last paragraph 
of Example 3 
in Chapter 18 
seems to do 
some heavy 
lifting...

Final Estimates:

P 0.0002=P 1 pF F r, dfd,( )−:=

Probability:

IF F > C, THEN REJECT H0 OTHERWISE  ACCEPT H0

^ F, dfd, & dfe confirmed p. 578
As above, LW's table for CV 
seems a little off...

Decision Rule:
CV 1.5228=dfe 695=dfd 56=CV qF 1 α− dfd, dfe,( ):=

< Probability of Type I error must be explicitly setα 0.01:=

Critical Value of the Test:

F 2.9871=F
MSD
MSE

:=

Test Statistic:

H0: σd
2  = 0

H1:  σd
2 <> 0  

Hypotheses:
Works with both balanced or unbalanced data LW p. 567.Test of σd

2:


